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Abstract—Time Sensitive Network (TSN) is an attractive solution for time-critical frame transmission in data link layer. Traffic scheduling and shaping in TSN aim to achieve bounded low latency and zero congestion loss. TSN provides traditional frame switching with reliable Quality-of-Service (QoS) parameters, however, synchronization challenges, e.g. jitter, lost timing frames, clock inaccuracy, threaten the reliability of TSN network. Emerging Asynchronous Traffic Shaping (ATS) guarantees determinism for real-time applications, e.g. automotive and industrial control, while removing the dependence on synchronous communication. This paper focuses on performance evaluation of the recently proposed ATS amendment to the IEEE 802.1 standard, two approaches are discussed: Urgency-Based Scheduler (UBS) and Paternoster policing and scheduling. Models and simulations are carried out for evaluation and comparison. Statistics on the end-to-end delay, buffer usage and frame loss rate are collected to assess the scheduling performance. Results show that ATS achieves effective traffic shaping and switching without synchronous mechanisms, while there is an evident trade-off for using these specific algorithms.


I. INTRODUCTION

One primary and fundamental feature of TSN is the synchronous timing used among all nodes and end stations within defined network scope. Relying on the identical timing notion, TSN time-aware traffic scheduling enhances frame transmission with high predictability, where operations are scheduled on the basis of synchronous timing. However, the timing mechanism raises stringent requirement on the precision of synchronization, since any timing misalignment possibly imposes failure to the whole network.

ATS provides alternative methods for transmission scheduling in TSN which is independent of timing synchronization and broad-wide schedule. As illustrated in Fig. 1, each switch receives time signaling from an independent clock, queues are controlled by an attached shaper, in which an ATS algorithm is implemented. In ATS, based on the two proposed solutions: UBS [1] and Paternoster [2], switches in TSN are still able to guarantee deterministic and relatively low delay for time-critical streams. The main challenges for ATS are concluded as: (1) real-time data flows are scheduled in separated nodes with local time (2) flows are provided with different levels of service, but the service have to be consistent network wide (3) input flows have to fulfill certain required pattern.

Related work: Few paper has a summary of ATS algorithms and comparison through simulation. Some works in the literature elaborate the requirements and implementation of the real-time scheduled traffic in TSN networks. For instance, references [3] and [4] give examples of applying Ethernet and scheduled TSN to in-vehicle and wireless communication systems, emphasizing the importance of scheduling. The evaluation in [3] proves that Ethernet is able to transport the traffics mixing of different vehicle functions but scheduling is necessary in the overload situations. In [4], results show that it is difficult for conventional Ethernet to fulfill the jitter requirements of Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI), while this problem could be solved by implementing enhanced scheduled traffic. The paper [5] proposed simulations of scheduled traffic in Audio Video Bridging (AVB) network. However the simulation is only driven by strict priority and off-line scheduling, thus it lacks flexibility and is complex to add more flows. A prototype real-time Ethernet switch is proposed in [6], the switch provides real-time communication based on a time-triggered schedule. The switch supports frame transmission with a network-coherent time line and online administration control, and it consolidates synchronous and asynchronous transmissions in the same system, however the paper does not mention a situation where the switch faces with a synchronization failure. A hardware/software co-design concept of time-triggered controller is presented in [7], the controller could be implemented in the legacy Ethernet MACs, however based on the architecture description, it is obvious that synchronous traffic scheduling introduces high implementation complexity.

In this paper, two ATS approaches are investigated: UBS
and Paternoster. In order to achieve zero congestion loss and deterministic latency without using synchronous information, ATS introduces an additional layer with shaped egress queues to Ethernet switch and merges flows into the existing queue structure. ATS is independent of synchronous communication, thereby getting less complexity of implementation to achieve higher bandwidth utilization. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

- Elaborating the principles of ATS by designing accurate models and measuring the performance in different scenarios. All models are built in Riverbed modeler that describes network topology and functionalities.
- Analyzing the worst-case delay of ATS using mathematical expressions.
- Collecting and comparing the average per-hop delay, buffer usage and frame loss rate deriving from simulations. The models are set with different configurations to maximize scheduling efficiency.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. UBS

In this section, the architecture and features of the system models are described. Firstly, UBS contains a hierarchical queuing framework, as the example shown in Fig. 2, the queuing framework contains: (1) per-flow shaped queues, which are assigned with fixed-priority according to the upstream sources (2) Shared queues, which are assigned with scheduler internal fixed priority. Shared queues merge streams that are shaped from several shapers with the same internal priority level, frames are transmitted from shared queue based on the First Come First Serve (FCFS) principle. Queuing schemes are defined as [1]: QAR1: frames from different transmitters are not allowed to be stored in the same queue. QAR2: frames from the same transmitter but not belong to the same priority in the transmitter are not allowed to be stored in the same queue. QAR3: frames from the same transmitter with the same priority in the transmitter, but not belong to the same priority in the receiver are not allowed to be stored in the same queue.

The purpose of queuing scheme is to enable a flexible configuration to provide optimized forwarding and to fulfill the requirements from individual network domain, basically, schemes QAR2 and QAR3 enable the separation of queuing on a priority base, which achieve that frames with higher priority can bypass the lower priority frames. The isolation of queuing prevents the propagation of malicious streams, ensuring that the ordinary streams will not get interference, also enables flexible operations according to administrative requirements e.g. flow blocking or transmitter blocking.

On the queuing schemes, the minimum number of shaped queues is limited by the number of ports in device. An n-port node needs at least n − 1 mandatory queues to fulfill QAR1 scheme.

In order to achieve asynchrony, interleaved scheduling algorithms are developed for UBS. Two approaches deriving respectively from frame-by-frame leaky bucket algorithm and token-based leaky bucket algorithm [8] are introduced: Length-Rate Quotient (LRQ) and Token Bucket Emulation (TBE). Both algorithms enforce a constraint on the rates of input and output flow of the scheduler, on the basis of:

$$l_i(d) \leq b + d \cdot r \tag{1}$$

Where $l_i$ donates the accumulative amount of transmitted bits, as a function of the time; $b$ is the size of burstiness; $d$ and $r$ are the time duration and data rate.

These two algorithms are designed for ATS and rate limiting, however differ in concept: the principle of LRQ is to shape the traffic flow with a stable transmitting/leaking rate, regardless of the incoming flow pattern, it is able to converts bursty streams to stable and distributed output. Instead of scheduling synchronously on timing basis, each shaper keeps an eligibility time to indicate when next frame is allowed to be transmitted. For LRQ algorithm, the eligibility time is calculated as the quotient between the size of the previously transmitted frame and the reserved link rate of the particular class. The shaper updates the per-flow state every time a transmission is finished. Consequently, the LRQ shaper forces a time vacancy between frames and closes the gate for the shaped queue until next frame gets eligible for transmission, so that it keeps a stable average output rate.

The TBE shaper controls the traffic flow with an average rate while allows a certain level of burst. As long as sufficient number of "token" exists in the "bucket", a transmission can therefore get started immediately, otherwise, the eligibility time is calculated as the time it needs to accumulate enough "tokens". In principle, TBE algorithm increases the utilization of network resources than LRQ, especially in the cases where there is light traffic load, because in TBE algorithm, the time vacancy between two adjacent frames is partially removed. The status of gate relies on current number of "token" in the per-flow "bucket". If the length of one frame exceeds the current amount of "token", the shaper has to shut down the gate until the number of "token" increases with time and recovers to an enough amount.

B. Paternoster policing and scheduling

Paternoster algorithm is developed basing on a cyclically scheduling approach [9], it provides deterministic and bounded delay but removes the dependence on synchronous timing. The principle of Paternoster is implementing four cyclic output queues per class of service per port, each node and end station has local timing, and the time is counted in the unit of epoch duration $\tau$. Four terminologies: prior, current, next and last are used to describe all epochs and cyclic queues, Table I illustrates the mechanism.
Every epoch has an associated current queue, all the incoming frames will be directed to current queue until it gets full. Otherwise, frames are forwarded to the next and last queue till next epoch starts. Frames are abandoned if all three queues get full with reserved flows. At the output ports, only the current queue works as outbound queue per epoch, which means the current queue is able to transmit and receive frames simultaneously. The implementation requires a local clock instead of synchronous signaling between adjacent nodes, due to the flexibility of a more sparse queuing scheme.

The length of epoch of each traffic class remains its consistency within the defined network scope. Higher-priority flows are assigned with a shorter epoch to ensure less delay bound. Transmission of best-effort flows only fills the remaining bandwidth left from reserved flows. The best-effort frames will be dropped if the anticipated transmission time is beyond the current epoch. In principle, the length of τ should be configured to long enough for all reserved transmission and at least one best-effort frame with maximum size.

Compared with synchronized scheduling[9][10], Paternoster sacrifices some of the delay predictability but removes the synchronous timing signaling. Meanwhile, it reduces the lower bound of delay and distributes received frames to four queues, which provides similar scheduling performance with synchronized schedule and simplifies the implementation. From the perspective of buffer usage, the division of queuing in Paternoster offers more available storage resources, thus guarantee a lower frame loss rate compared with conventional cyclic queuing and forwarding[9].

III. MODELING AND MATHEMATICALLY ANALYZING ASYNCHRONOUS TRAFFIC SHAPING

In this section, simulation models of UBS and Paternoster are proposed to run in diverse scenarios of simulation environment. Giving sets of different configurations to the models and relevant results with scheduling performance will be collected. The majority of the simulation model is divided into four domains: network, node, process and external system, first three domains focus on different levels that identified in a real system, the external system domain focuses on necessary communication devices for simulations.

The simulation model contains a two-level process architecture: root process and child processes, a root process generates a series of child processes representing the per-flow shaper associated with each shaped queue. Therefore the root process is able to monitor and evaluate the state of all per-flow shapers, for instance, it terminates a child process when there are no more queued frames, and generates a new process once frames arrive. The following formulas give the worst-case per-hop delay of LRQ and TBE algorithms:

\[
\text{LRQ} : d_{LRQ} \leq \max_{j \in I} \left( \frac{\hat{b}_H + \hat{b}_C(j) + \hat{l}_L}{r - \tau_H} + \frac{\hat{l}_j}{r} \right)
\]

\[
\text{TBE} : d_{TBE} \leq \max_{j \in I} \left( \frac{\hat{b}_H + \hat{b}_C(j) + \hat{l}_j - \hat{l}_j + \hat{l}_L}{r - \tau_H} + \frac{\hat{l}_j}{r} \right)
\]

Where \( H, L \) denotes all flows in higher and lower priority queues compared with flow \( j \). \( C \) denotes all flows in the same priority queues with flow \( j \). \( I \) represents all flows. And \( l, b, r \) represent the frame size, burst size and rate, respectively.

The end-to-end queuing delay of Paternoster is independent of the network topology and interfering traffics, the primary factor that bounds the delay is the duration of cycle epoch \( \tau \). The best case of end-to-end delay occurs when frames are forwarded from and to current queues in all relays, accordingly, the waiting time in queues is negligible. The minimum end-to-end delay depends on the number of hops \( h \) and processing time. The worst case caused by the situation where all three queues - current, next and last are assigned fully with frames. Thus per-hop queuing delay increases to:

\[
d_{P,\text{hop}} \leq (Q - 1) \cdot \tau
\]

Where \( Q \) denotes the total number of queues, then end-to-end queuing delay becomes

\[
d_{P,\text{ETE}} \leq (Q - 1) \cdot \tau \cdot h
\]

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the simulation results of ATS are given. The work is carried out as an one-hop transmission, statistics are collected from different perspectives to measure the performance of the scheduling approaches mentioned above. Simulations parameters are implemented as in Table. II. In this paper, the main concern is to simulate different working statues for the scheduler, thus all the values are taken based on simulation requirements instead of real-world use cases.

Firstly, the average frame loss rate comparison among Paternoster with different epoch length and UBS are given in Table III. Since all devices have limited storage space and each traffic class is assigned with dedicated bandwidth, excess frames over the upper limit will be dropped. Independent to the algorithm, the input flows to UBS follow the leaky bucket constraint, thus LRQ and TBE scheduling perform identity frame-loss feature as shown in the first row.

As traffic intensity keeps increasing, the loss rate also constantly increase for all schedulers. The comparison shows that under the same input intensity, UBS has relatively lower loss rate, while the rate of Paternoster is related to the epoch

| TABLE I: Timing and queuing in Paternoster |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| Epoch | Queue0 | Queue1 | Queue2 | Queue3 |
| Epoch0 | prior | current | next | last |
| Epoch1 | last | prior | current | next |
| Epoch2 | current | last | prior | current |
| Epoch3 | prior | current | next | last |

| TABLE II: Simulation Parameters |
|---|---|
| Parameters | Value |
| Frame size | 720 – 1228 bits |
| Reserved bandwidth | 5.76 Mbps |
| Link rate | 100 Mbps |
| Bandwidth of input flow | 4.096 – 20.48 Mbps |
| Paternoster epoch length | 0.01, 0.005, 0.0025 second |
length ($\tau$): shorter length means less storage space per epoch thus causing higher loss rate, the reserved bandwidth of each flow is calculated as: $3 \cdot \tau \cdot data rate$.

Table IV shows the average number of frames that are stored in the queue during simulation time. Within schedulers, the forwarding time of one frame depends on frame size, data rate also arrival and departure time of adjacent frames for LRQ algorithm. From the results: when the bandwidth of input flow is less than reserved level (input intensity $= 4.096, 5.12, Mbps$), UBS/LRQ has the most queued frames on average while Paternoster A with the longest epoch length has the least. As outlined above, the storage of frames in Paternoster schedulers are related with epoch length. Compared with Paternoster B and C, A is able to accommodate and forward more frames during one epoch, thus A has the least queued frames. Since UBS/LRQ scheduler enforces a waiting time after each transmission, the forwarding efficiency is lower than others.

On the other hand, when the bandwidth of input flow is equal or greater than reserved level (input intensity $\geq 5.69 M bps$), Paternoster C has the least number of queued frames: according to Table III, C discards most frames among all schedulers under the same condition, moreover, it iterates more epoch update during the entire running time, which means more forwarding operations are executed.

Table V lists the average delay measurement comparison. The variation of the delay statistics conforms with that of average number of queued frames. Paternoster A has the shortest delay when the input intensity is less than reserved, because Paternoster with longer epoch length enables more forwarding operations, also less frames are dropped due to bandwidth limitation, while Paternoster C performs faster operations when the input overflows. The average delays of all Paternoster schedulers keep increasing with input intensity. The average delay of LRQ and TBE increases with the input traffics before overload, however, because of the linearly increasing feature of the Leaky Bucket Constraint, LRQ and TBE schedulers allow more transmissions of frames with smaller size under overload environment, thus the per-hop delay decreases sharply with the increase of input intensity.

V. CONCLUSION

ATS, as an emerging technology in TSN, aims at achieving high scheduling performance without using synchronous timing. This paper provides simulations and solid results of ATS algorithms focusing on queuing and forwarding process in terms of average per-hop delay and frame loss etc.

From an one-hop case, the simulation results show the comparison between two approaches and indicate the features of the schedulers with different input intensity. UBS/LRQ does not allow any bursty transmission in the cost of longer average delay and inefficient bandwidth utilization under light loaded situations; UBS/TBE has improved performance over UBS/LRQ, due to the feature that token bucket algorithm allow a certain level of bursty transmission, while the two algorithms have similar average delay performance and buffer usage when the amount of input traffic is around the reserved level. Compromising between delay and frame loss rate is emphasized for Paternoster scheduler, reasonable arrangement of epoch length could fulfill configuring requirements without using time synchronization.

Taking realistic traffic parameters into consideration for simulations and setting up more complex scenarios, e.g. multi-hop transmission and introducing interfering flows could be added to future works.
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